"Lactate Shift", rather than "Lactate Clearance", for serial blood lactate monitoring?
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Dear Editor

We read with interest Vincent's letter citing our work on blood lactate in septic patients admitted to intensive care, and broadly agree with the points he raised.[1] The term "lactate clearance" has been used for over 20 years in the critical care literature and was originally defined as “the ability to clear lactate to normal levels”. [2] We agree that the use of the term clearance is problematic because in a strict physiological sense clearance is a measure of the volume of blood cleared of a substance per unit of time. Conceptually lactate clearance is also misleading because it ignores the fact that lactate concentration is a product of synthesis as well as clearance.

Despite this limitation, the measurement of lactate clearance in septic patients is widely used because it is straightforward, clinically useful and independently predicts poor outcome.[3-5] Vincent, too, supports serial measurement of lactate but in denouncing the term 'lactate clearance' he does not suggest an acceptable alternative. [1]

We propose using the term "lactate shift" as it describes a change in lactate concentration over time and avoids the use of physiological terminology that has a well recognised alternative interpretation.
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